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WELCOME MESSAGE

INTRODUCTION

SETTING SAIL FOR A GREAT WEEK
In the 32 years that we
have been hosting the
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference, our industry
has developed almost
beyond recognition.
The growth we have witnessed
has been phenomenal, and in
the past three decades, we
have seen the industry’s global
turnover grow tenfold. We are
seeing incredible innovation
among the brands in travel
retail, while the depth and
breadth of the brands available,
often exclusively to the sector,
meet the needs and aspirations
of all types of traveller.
We have experienced plenty
of change. Of course, not all
change has been for the positive,
and in 2015, for the first time
since 2009, we saw negative
sales growth. The latest figures,
which have now been finalised by
research organisation Generation, confirm that total sales
fell to US$62 billion last year.
Volatility in currency exchange

rates and turbulence in the
global economy are two of the
main reasons for this downturn.
In addition, geopolitical tensions
and the fear of terrorism have
also affected people’s willingness and ability to travel. This
threat of course became all too
real for the city of Nice following
the terrible events earlier this
year. I’m so pleased to see that
the people of France have not let
this cowardly attack deflect them
from getting on with their lives,
both at home and at work.
Many of you will remember that
as a business we have faced
similar challenges in the past,
and every time, our industry has
bounced back. I am in no doubt
that the picture for our industry
will be significantly brighter next
year. Indeed, the latest forecasts
from Generation predict that
total global sales will top the
$100 billion mark by 2023, and
will reach $120 billion by 2025.
Clearly this is not a bad future
to face by any stretch of the
imagination.

In the more immediate term,
our TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference is once again
shaping up to be an excellent
week. At the time of writing, 473
brands have signed up to exhibit.
58 of these will be making an
appearance for the first time.
I would like to extend a warm
welcome to these companies
and wish them all every success
as they line up alongside the
very best and brightest names in
duty free and travel retail.
There is no doubt that this
event – the highlight of the duty
free and travel retail calendar
– offers unrivalled opportunities to see the finest brand
innovations across the sector
and network with people from
all walks of the business. In
the conference and workshops
programme, plenty of food for
thought will be provided by some
of the leading figures from our
market and beyond, including
Dufry’s Julián Díaz González,
former UK Foreign Secretary
David Miliband, and social media

pioneer Randi Zuckerberg. I’m
particularly looking forward to
the TFWA Research Workshop
on Wednesday, where we will
present highlights and key
findings of our most recent
research studies.
To help visitors and exhibitors
make the most of every moment
in Cannes, there is a wealth of
communication tools available
to aid preparation for their visit.
These include our ONE2ONE
meeting service, which will be
available for the first time at
Cannes this year.
A range of social events will
provide additional networking
opportunities in a less formal
style. This year we’ll see two
new events – a regatta kindly
sponsored by Paul & Shark,
and a yoga session with kind
support from Rituals. These
will join highly popular activities
returning again in 2016, including the pétanque competition,
brought to us with thanks to
Haribo, and our golf tournament
supported by Gebr. Heinemann

and Estée Lauder. In its attractive new beach location, The
Scene nightclub is sure to be the
hottest spot in town way into
the early hours of the morning.
Again thanks go to all sponsors.
And for the very athletic, our
charity run will again be raising
much-needed funds for the
very worthy causes in our TFWA
Care programme.
I look forward to welcoming
you to Cannes, and to what
I’m certain will be a busy and
successful conference and
exhibition, as well as a highly
enjoyable week.

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

TFWA ON LINKEDIN
Visit the TFWA LinkedIn page, and join TFWA’s
LinkedIn Group. It is the ideal place to go for the
latest news on TFWA World Exhibition & Conference,
and to learn more about the Association’s objectives.

TFWA PRODUCT
SHOWCASE
The TFWA Product Showcase is
a dedicated online service that
allows exhibitors to present their
brand innovations in advance
of TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference. Learn more about
the latest exciting product

news from brands across all
product categories. Many have
already uploaded information
and photos to the website,
where visitors can search for
products by brand, company or
product sector.

Scan this code to visit the
TFWA Product Showcase

INTERACTIVE
DIRECTIONAL
SCREENS

Kindly sponsored by:

TFWA’s official digital partner this year is, once again, JCDecaux,
which is kindly providing interactive directional screens to help visitors
find their way around the extensive exhibition halls.

SPECIAL SECURITY NOTICE
Please note that, for safety reasons and due to security controls in front of the Palais des Festivals,
delegates wishing to enter The Scene, located on Plage du Palais des Festivals, will be required to show
their entry pass at the entrance, or their TFWA badge if they wish to buy daily passes directly at The Scene.
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HARBOUR
VILLAGE
There are 10 official boats in the Harbour Village this year,
and with TFWA World Exhibition & Conference taking place
at the earlier date of the first week of October, it is the ideal
opportunity for the exhibiting brands to showcase their
products in the late summer sunshine.
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference continues to grow year-on-year,
with 473 exhibiting companies in 2016. The Harbour Village is an
example of the flexibility and innovation with which TFWA responds
to the increasing number of requests for space from brands. Benefit
Cosmetics, Elizabeth Arden and Sisley are among the leading brands
showcasing their products in the Harbour Village this year. Meanwhile,
Moroccanoil has a boat in the Harbour Village in addition to its stand
inside the Palais des Festivals (Blue Village F13).
Beam Suntory, Harbour Village ARION
Benefit Cosmetics, Harbour Village ACCAMA DELTA
Dr Irena Eris Cosmetic Laboratories, Harbour Village PIOLA
Elizabeth Arden, Harbour Village SENSEI
Heineken International, Harbour Village THE PRIDE
Laboratoire Filorga, Harbour Village M OCEAN
Moroccanoil, Harbour Village ATLANTIC ENDEAVOUR
Qiriness, Harbour Village WINNING STREAK
Sisley, Harbour Village ANNAMIA
Thés de la Pagode, Harbour Village KISSMI

NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS
STAND NAME

VILLAGE

STAND

SECTOR

AL ZAWRAE INDUSTRIAL COMPANY (MAZAYA).................................................................................. Yellow Village.......................................................................................................................................... H53.............................................................Tobacco
ALPINESTARS – MEMBER................................................................................................................... Golden Village....................................................................................................................................... GO12.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
AQUASCUTUM..................................................................................................................................... Blue Village.............................................................................................................................................. G4.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
ARCANCIL PARIS/INSTITUT CARMEANE............................................................................................ Green Village.......................................................................................................................................... K40................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
BENEFIT COSMETICS.......................................................................................................................... Harbour Village...................................................................................................................ACCAMA DELTA................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
BERING................................................................................................................................................ Mediterranean Village............................................................................................................................ N17......................................... Jewellery / Watches
BULGARTABAC.................................................................................................................................... Beach Village..................................................................................................................................Beach 03.............................................................Tobacco
CANNELLIS – MEMBER....................................................................................................................... Blue Village.............................................................................................................................................. B8......................................... Jewellery / Watches
CARPENE MALVOTI – MEMBER.......................................................................................................... Red Village................................................................................................................................................ K1.................................................. Wine & Spirits
CAVE DE TAIN – MEMBER................................................................................................................... Green Village...........................................................................................................................................L71.................................................. Wine & Spirits
CIAK RONCATO.................................................................................................................................... Blue Village.............................................................................................................................................. C2.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
CLARENCE DILLON WINES – MEMBER.............................................................................................. Yellow Village.......................................................................................................................................... H61.................................................. Wine & Spirits
CONO SUR............................................................................................................................................ Marine Village........................................................................................................................................... R4.................................................. Wine & Spirits
DANIEL WELLINGTON – MEMBER...................................................................................................... Beach Village..................................................................................................................................Beach 10......................................... Jewellery / Watches
DR IRENA ERIS COSMETIC LABORATORIES....................................................................................... Harbour Village.................................................................................................................................. PIOLA................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
EMILE CHOURIET................................................................................................................................ Yellow Village.......................................................................................................................................... C34......................................... Jewellery / Watches
ESTELLA BARTLETT............................................................................................................................ Yellow Village.......................................................................................................................................... D42......................................... Jewellery / Watches
ETAT LIBRE D’ORANGE....................................................................................................................... Ambassadeurs Village.............................................................................................................................. U3................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
FEILER................................................................................................................................................. Yellow Village...........................................................................................................................................F45..........................Home decoration / Tableware
FONTANAFREDDA – MEMBER............................................................................................................ Beach Village..................................................................................................................................Beach 04.................................................. Wine & Spirits
FOOD ACCADEMIA – MEMBER............................................................................................................ Beach Village..................................................................................................................................Beach 05.............................. Confectionery & Fine Food
GOURMET HOUSE – MEMBER............................................................................................................. Red Village.................................................................................................................................................J1.............................. Confectionery & Fine Food
GRAINE DE PASTEL............................................................................................................................. Red Village.............................................................................................................................................. K28................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
JEAN PATOU........................................................................................................................................ Blue Village............................................................................................................................................ C16................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
LABORATOIRE FILORGA – MEMBER................................................................................................... Harbour Village.............................................................................................................................M OCEAN................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
LABORATOIRES LIERAC – MEMBER................................................................................................... Riviera Village......................................................................................................................................... RE3................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
LABORATOIRES. PHYTOSOLBA – MEMBER........................................................................................ Riviera Village......................................................................................................................................... RE1................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
LABOURE ROI – MEMBER................................................................................................................... Red Village.............................................................................................................................................. K19.................................................. Wine & Spirits
LAPLANDIA VODKA – MEMBER.......................................................................................................... Marine Village........................................................................................................................................... R2.................................................. Wine & Spirits
LES DAUPHINS – MEMBER................................................................................................................. Red Village.............................................................................................................................................. K15.................................................. Wine & Spirits
LES MENUS DU MONDE...................................................................................................................... Green Village...........................................................................................................................................J66.............................. Confectionery & Fine Food
LG HOUSEHOLD & HEALTH CARE – MEMBER................................................................................... Golden Village....................................................................................................................................... GO17................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
LOACKER – MEMBER.......................................................................................................................... Red Village................................................................................................................................................ K7.............................. Confectionery & Fine Food
MAKE-UP STUDIO................................................................................................................................ Marine Village............................................................................................................................................S8................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
MARC ROZIER – MEMBER................................................................................................................... Bay Village....................................................................................................................................... BAY 19A.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
MESTREZAT GRANDS CRUS – MEMBER............................................................................................ Blue Village.............................................................................................................................................. E1.................................................. Wine & Spirits
NEW DEAL – MEMBER........................................................................................................................ Beach Village..................................................................................................................................Beach 12................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
PAIN DE SUCRE................................................................................................................................... Bay Village....................................................................................................................................... Bay 19B.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PALAIS DES THES................................................................................................................................ Green Village..........................................................................................................................................M60.............................. Confectionery & Fine Food
PATONS MACADAMIA PTY LTD – MEMBER......................................................................................... Green Village...........................................................................................................................................L73.............................. Confectionery & Fine Food
PATRIZIA PEPE – MEMBER................................................................................................................. Golden Village....................................................................................................................................... GO14.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PEPE JEANS LUGGAGE....................................................................................................................... Yellow Village.......................................................................................................................................... G49.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
PERFUME HOLDING – MEMBER......................................................................................................... Golden Village....................................................................................................................................... GO10................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
PETERS CHOCOLATES........................................................................................................................ Green Village...........................................................................................................................................L63.............................. Confectionery & Fine Food
PEUGEOT – MEMBER.......................................................................................................................... Red Village................................................................................................................................................ K6..........................Home decoration / Tableware
PILGRIM............................................................................................................................................... Green Village..........................................................................................................................................M50......................................... Jewellery / Watches
ROBIN RUTH........................................................................................................................................ Green Village...........................................................................................................................................J65........................................................Gifts / Toys
ROCCOBAROCCO – MEMBER.............................................................................................................. Green Village.......................................................................................................................................... H38................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
ROYAL DRAGON VODKA – MEMBER................................................................................................... Blue Village.............................................................................................................................................. C5.................................................. Wine & Spirits
SAMPAR – MEMBER............................................................................................................................ Blue Village.............................................................................................................................................. G6................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
SCHRODER & SCHYLER...................................................................................................................... Yellow Village.......................................................................................................................................... G46.................................................. Wine & Spirits
SPONGELLE......................................................................................................................................... Ambassadeurs Village.............................................................................................................................. U8................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
STRATIC............................................................................................................................................... Yellow Village.......................................................................................................................................... B25.....................Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
U’LUVKA VODKA.................................................................................................................................. Green Village.......................................................................................................................................... H44.................................................. Wine & Spirits
URIAGE................................................................................................................................................. Riviera Village........................................................................................................................................RJ20................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
VILLA SANDI........................................................................................................................................ Beach Village..................................................................................................................................Beach 09.................................................. Wine & Spirits
WWF PLUSH COLLECTION – MEMBER............................................................................................... Blue Village.............................................................................................................................................F23........................................................Gifts / Toys
ZENITH PARFUMS PARIS.................................................................................................................... Green Village.......................................................................................................................................... K61................................. Fragrances & Cosmetics
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YOGA

Sunday 2 October,
09:00-14:30
Bay of Cannes

New this year is the Yoga, which
promises a relaxing start to the
week, and the opportunity to
refresh mind, body and spirit.
There can be few better ways to
prepare for the busy week ahead
than an hour’s gentle flexing and
breathing on the Majestic Hotel
jetty overlooking the ocean. A
detox breakfast will follow.

Coach departs from the Majestic Hotel at 08:30

Adventurous delegates can set sail
in the new Regatta. Participants
will be divided into teams, with a
chart of the course, a set of rules,
and a skipper for each boat. The
teams will crew their boat for the
race, formulating the strategy and
tactics they’ll use to try to win.
Plan for a picnic lunch onboard
and a swim afterwards, time and
weather permitting.

Kindly
sponsored by:

LEISURE AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

GOLF

REGATTA

Sunday 2 October, 08:30
Majestic Hotel jetty

Kindly sponsored by:



Sunday 2 October, 09:00
Cannes Mandelieu Golf Club, Old Course

PÉTANQUE
TOURNAMENT

Coach departs from the Majestic Hotel at 07:30

CHARITY
RUN
Sunday 2 October, 08:30,
La Croisette, Carlton Hotel

Get fit and help TFWA Care by
joining us on the Croisette for the
third TFWA Charity Run. Participants
can compete either individually or in
teams, in return for a €15 donation.
Joggers and walkers are equally
welcome, as are spectators to cheer
on the athletes. Have some fun and
show your support for the good
causes that TFWA Care helps.

This year sees the 30th edition of this popular charity
event, sponsored by Estée Lauder and Gebr. Heinemann.
The Golf Tournament will, once again, be played on one
of the Côte d’Azur’s finest courses – the stunning Cannes
Mandelieu Golf Club, Old Course. A spectacular selection
of prizes is on offer. The format of play is Travel Value
Scramble with teams of four players. The maximum
handicap for men is 24, and for ladies is 28.
• Shotgun start at 09:00
• Lunch and prize-giving from 14:00
• Charitable donation: €100 per player

Sunday 2 October, 09:30
Place de l’Etang
Coach departs from the Marriott Hotel at 09:15

The perpetually-popular Pétanque Tournament
returns, with capacity for up to 100 participants.
While the atmosphere will be relaxed, there is sure
to be some lively competition. No experience is
necessary, with players of all abilities welcome.
A buffet lunch will be served at the beach restaurant
L’Ecrin after the tournament.
This is the final layout to be used for final pre-press artwork.
This file has to be adapted to the requirements of the production print!

ATLANTIS, KALKOFENSTRASSE 51, 71083 HERRENBERG
GERMANY | www.klisdesign.com

In case of any questions or file problems,
please don’t hesitate to contact us.
mkadlubetz@de.klisdesign.com
0049(0) 70 32/ 20 02-1204
22.12.2015 / 12545/ toka
Haribo
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The mix of leisure and social activities always provides many of the highlights of TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference. This year sees the addition of Yoga and a Regatta to Sunday’s leisure programme,
complementing the popular Charity Run on the Croisette, Pétanque Tournament, and Golf Tournament.
Of course, delegates can also look forward to a fabulous social programme.
Sunday 2 October, 19:30, Carlton Hotel
The iconic Carlton Hotel is once again the venue for the spectacular Opening Cocktail. It is a setting that
truly captures the glamour of the Croisette. It is the ideal occasion to network with familiar faces and fresh
contacts. A superb fireworks display, courtesy of the City of Cannes, will bring added sparkle to a stylish
evening. Weather permitting, the cocktail will take place on the Carlton Beach.
• Dress code: Smart
• Entrance by invitation only
• For security reasons and to adhere to Vigipirate controls, delegates are required to present their
invitation at the entrance
• Part of the full delegate package
• A shuttle service will operate from all major hotels

NEW LOCATION THIS YEAR

Monday 3 to Thursday 6 October,
22:00-02:00
Plage du Palais des Festivals

3.6 October 2016
PLAGE DU PALAIS DES FESTIVALS
22:00 - 02:00

Platinum sponsor:

GLOBAL INNOVATION

Gold sponsor:

Silver sponsors:

BLACK

This is for final sign-off only. If you have any changes,
do not sign.

LEISURE & SOCIAL PROGRAMME

The Scene is firmly established as duty free
& travel retail’s favourite nightspot, and this
year moves to a new location – Plage du Palais
des Festivals. Expect a fresh, festive ambiance
and the call of the ocean, while some of the
best DJs on the Côte d’Azur keep the music
coming. Or simply enjoy an after hours drink
with friends and colleagues in a unique setting.
Pre-registration for The Scene is open until 29
September at thescene.creativespirit.eu, while
daily passes are also available online this year.

YELLOW

HARIBO
RED

ROMAN KLIS DESIGN GmbH is not responsible for any
orthographic mistakes in the text, for possible
offences against the competition and copyright as
well as the trademark act and the damages possibly
developing from it.

Thursday 6 October, 20:00, Port Canto
THURSDAY 6 OCTOBER

Le Premium Evening always provides a spectacular finale to the week, and this year blends
exquisite cuisine with the passion of Cuban dance. Stéphanie Le Quellec has already won a Michelin
star at the Prince de Galles in Paris. She aims for simplicity and authenticity in a cooking style
inspired by the flavours of Provence and provides the savoir-faire behind the evening’s sumptuous
fare. Ballet Revolución’s powerful fusion of contemporary and street dance with ballet is fuelled by a musical
cocktail of R&B, hip-hop and fiery Latin-American rhythms. Expect energy, exuberance and sensuality on stage.
• Dress code: Black tie
• Entrance by invitation only
• For security reasons and to adhere to Vigipirate
controls, delegates are required to present their
invitation at the entrance
• Part of the full delegate package
• A shuttle service will operate from all major hotels
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WOMEN IN
TRAVEL RETAIL
RAISING
FUNDS FOR
CAMBODIAN
SCHOOL

WiTR is this year working with Sunrise,
a charity operating in Cambodia, to raise
€15,000 to build and equip two classrooms at Sunrise’s Siem Reap Learning
Centre. The centre opens the door to the
poorest sectors of the community, providing them with the opportunity to gain
the valuable skill of learning a foreign
language. Poor children are given free
classes in English, empowering disadvantaged and vulnerable people to find good
jobs in the burgeoning tourist city.
The project was nominated by WiTR
member Erin Lillis-Arrowsmith, who
takes a personal interest in the home and
the children. “I have been to Siem Reap
many times and seen the amazing work
that the Learning Centre does, but they
desperately need more classrooms and
equipment to meet the demand,” she
explains. “Learning English is so important to help these children to break the
cycle of poverty and to give them a future.”

A

I

L

This year’s Women in Travel Retail
(WiTR) meeting takes place on Tuesday
4 October, 17:30-19:00 on Level 1 of the
Palais des Festivals, near the Business
Centre and Hotels Desk. It is an ideal
opportunity to exchange news, views
and experiences – all women in the
duty free & travel retail industry are
welcome to attend.

R

WiTR is this year working with Sunrise,
a charity operating in Cambodia, to raise
€15,000 to build and equip two classrooms at
Sunrise’s Siem Reap Learning Centre.

© 2016 Chocolaterie Guylian N.V., Belgium

A healthy, indulgent snack to
enjoy all day, every day

www.guylian.com

T

Fundraising has already started, with
commitments from industry colleagues
of auction and raffle prizes for the grand
draw, as well as donations. Many of the
dynamic Women in Travel Retail will be
inviting exhibitors and visitors to participate by entering the draw to win fabulous
prizes. Each business card entry raises
€10 towards the project (three entries
for €20). Please deliver donations for the
grand draw to the Furla stand (Bay Village
Bay 2) by 15:00 on Tuesday 4 October.
Please help WiTR to make the meeting
in Cannes the best ever and achieve its
target of offering these children a lifechanging opportunity.
WiTR extends its thanks to TFWA and to
QuestExhibits for their help in facilitating
the meeting.

Discover Guylian’s Belgian Chocolate
Covered Blueberries, Cranberries or Raisins

Experience this sensation at
Mediterranean Village P13

E
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CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS PROGRAMME

TFWA WORLD CONFERENCE
This year’s conference will feature a distinguished line-up of speakers, sharing their own unique
insights and experiences. The conference will be moderated by Stephen Sackur, journalist and
presenter of current affairs programme HARDTalk on BBC World.
JULIÁN DÍAZ GONZÁLEZ, CEO Dufry, heads
the world’s leading travel retailer, which now
has an airport retail market share of close
to 25% following the acquisitions of Nuance
and World Duty Free Group. The company’s
reported pro forma turnover in 2015 reached
CHF 8 billion (as per Bloomberg consensus),
operating over 370 locations in 63 countries
on all five continents.
Díaz will offer his vision about the
challenges our industry faces in its value
proposition to customers and the steps
the industry can take to improve and adapt
the business to the expectations of a new
generation of consumers.

Monday 3 October, 09:00-11:30
Grand Auditorium, Level 1,
Palais des Festivals
ERIK JUUL-MORTENSEN, TFWA President,
will open the conference with his annual
State of the Industry address, summarising the challenges facing the duty free &
travel retail industry at a time of considerable political and economic upheaval, and
stagnation in global sales. He will then
welcome the three keynote speakers to
the stage.

DAVID MILIBAND
is President and
Chief Executive
of International
Rescue Committee (IRC), the
New York-based
non-profit
humanitarian
organisation
founded in 1933
at the request of
Albert Einstein.
He joined the
organisation following a very successful
political career in the UK, where he served
as Policy Director for Tony Blair from 1994
to 2001; as Minister for Schools from 2002
to 2004; and as Foreign Secretary from
2007 to 2010. In the latter role he established a distinctive and respected voice
for an internationalist Britain, from the
war in Afghanistan to the Iranian nuclear
programme, to engagement with the
world’s emerging powers.
Miliband is well placed to assess the
serious challenges facing the world, and
Europe in particular – from the refugee
crisis and its impact on security and free
movement, to the possible regional and
global consequences of the UK’s exit from
the European Union.

RANDI ZUCKERBERG is the founder
& CEO of Zuckerberg Media, a
boutique marketing firm and production company and host of Dot Complicated on SiriusXM Business Radio.
Prior to founding her own company,
Randi worked at Facebook, where
she created and ran the social media
pioneer’s marketing programmes
from 2005-2011. She is the author
of two books, including Dot Complicated, a New York Times bestseller
which addresses the multifaceted
complications of our socially transparent world.

WORKSHOPS PROGRAMME
MARKET WATCH: RUSSIA

INFLIGHT FOCUS WORKSHOP

TFWA RESEARCH WORKSHOP

Tuesday 4 October, 08:00-09:00
Salon Croisette, Majestic Hotel

Wednesday 5 October, 08:00-09:00
Salon Croisette, Majestic Hotel

Wednesday 5 October, 18:00-19:00
Auditorium K, Palais des Festivals

• Pre-registered delegates only

• Pre-registered delegates only

• The TFWA Research Workshop is open to all delegates in Cannes

• Register at: conference@tfwa.com

• Register at: conference@tfwa.com

• Register at: conference@tfwa.com

DENIS SHUNDROVSKY, General Manager
Russia and CIS, Furla

JOHN MORIARTY, Managing Director,
Gate Retail Onboard

PETER MOHN, founder & CEO, m1nd-set

FATIMA DZOBLAEVA, Executive Director,
Eurasia Duty Free Association

ILZE ARKLINA, Inflight Service Manager,
airBaltic

IRINA KULIKOVA, Manager, Bain & Company

With global duty free & travel retail sales under pressure
worldwide, the inflight sector is more challenging than most.
Yet it remains a crucial shop window for many brands, large
and small, and an important source of revenue for airlines
and retailers. It also attracts spend from a uniquely affluent,
sophisticated customer base.
TFWA’s Inflight Focus Workshop will, once again, explore the
current context for inflight retail, looking at product trends,
marketing techniques and challenges to growth.
This year’s workshop will feature contributions from John
Moriarty, Managing Director, Gate Retail Onboard, and Ilze
Arklina, Inflight Service Manager, airBaltic.

The Russian market and Russian outbound travellers are crucial to the health
of the wider duty free & travel retail industry, and the current geopolitical and
economic context has placed this sector under considerable pressure. This
year’s Market Watch Workshop will explore the Russian market and Russian
travellers in detail, looking at consumption trends, travel patterns and product
and brand preferences.
Speaking in the workshop will be Denis Shundrovsky, General Manager Russia
and CIS, Furla; Fatima Dzoblaeva, Executive Director, Eurasia Duty Free
Association; and Irina Kulikova, Manager, Bain & Company, and co-author of the
paper How History, Culture and Demography Drive Luxury Consumption in Russia.
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GARRY STASIULEVICUIS, Managing Director,
Counter Intelligence Retail
TFWA’s provision of detailed, actionable research studies has long
been one of the Association’s key services to its members. Over more
than a decade, TFWA Research has built a library of data and insights
on the travelling consumer, with dozens of studies by nationality,
region and theme. Last year TFWA hosted its first one-hour
workshop to present highlights and key findings of its most recent
research studies, which are all available free-of-charge to members
of the Association.
This year, Peter Mohn, founder & CEO, m1nd-set, will present highlights
of a recent, in-depth report on the impact and influence of e-commerce
and mobile technology on customer behaviour in duty free & travel retail.
Garry Stasiulevicuis, Managing Director, Counter Intelligence Retail, will
explore the agency’s latest traffic forecasts and customer insight data.

ON-SITE SERVICES
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ON-SITE SERVICES
TFWA LOUNGE

WELL-BEING LOUNGE

Location: Level 3

Location: Golden Village, Level 1
Open to all delegates

For TFWA members and buyers with full
delegate status only.
Open during exhibition hours from 16:00
on Monday October 3.

DEDICATED CONCIERGE SERVICE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Reservations for restaurants and trips
Local tourism information
Catering for private events
Car rental, travel service, taxi booking
service
Car hire without chauffeur
Private jet transport
Babysitters
Boat hire
Travel ticket modifications
Gift and flower delivery
Errand running / problem solving
Internet
Private bar and lounge
area (complimentary drinks and
snacks)
International press
Massage service
Charging station (another one is also
available at the Riviera rest area)
Meeting area (booking required)

Kindly sponsored by:

The Well-Being Lounge provides
delegates with a welcome spot of calm
in a very busy work schedule. De-stress
with a relaxing massage (shoulders, back,
reflexology) or pass by the Toni&Guy
hairdresser to refresh your style. New for
men this year, visit the Tabac Barber Shop
by Mäurer & Wirtz.
Kindly sponsored by:

Visit BeThe1 in the
Mediterranean Village
Contact: Francois Bouyer
Tel: +33 (0)6 12 38 80 61
Email: contact@BeThe1.com

ON-SITE PRESS CENTRE
Location: Level 1
A wide range of services at the disposal of
all registered journalists. An area to relax,
conduct interviews and source information relating to the event:

BUSINESS CENTRE
Location: Level 1
A dedicated team will be pleased to assist
you with all your secretarial requirements.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grand_logo_Valrhona_Ht560xLg1200mm.indd 1

searching missions per month of middle
and senior management positions at
brands, operators, distributors, suppliers
in departments including retail, sales,
buying, digital, merchandising, marketing,
procurement, supply and back-office.
BeThe1 operates www.BeThe1.
com and www.TravelRetailJobs.com,
pooling 160,000 fully registered professionals including 15,000 in duty free &
travel retail alone.

Internet access
Fax service – mail service
Photocopy – Computer access
CD and USB key
Secretarial assistance
Telephone card – stamps – stationery
Meeting room rental

08/10/14 15:51

RECRUITMENT SERVICES
Location: Level 0

• Interview room, internet area
• Press lounge & bar
• Press racks, press photographs, official
press releases & press dossiers,
exhibitors’ press packs/releases
• New this year, there will be access to
the Product Showcase on computers
• Diary of exhibitors’ events, ongoing
liaison with the TFWA Daily.

Version Couleurs

Noir

Laurent-Perrier Corporate
Identité graphique F18
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• A classic service where you leave your
luggage securely for the day.
• An express service where, on arrival,
your luggage is transferred directly to
your hotel.
On your day of departure you can arrange for
your luggage to be transferred to the Palais by
calling +33 4 92 99 32 13, where it will be held
until you leave. Price of transfer: €5 for first
piece of luggage and €1 for additional pieces.

PHOTO & VIDEO SERVICE
For exhibitors only – 20% discount for
TFWA Members
Benefit from perfect exposure – the photo
and video service is a great opportunity
to promote your presence at TFWA World
Exhibition & Conference, keep a record of
your stand or film interviews of your VIP
guests in Cannes. Members are entitled to a
20% special discount on this on-site service
during TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

HELICOPTER SERVICE

A regular shuttle service is available
throughout the week from the airport to
hotels on arrival and during the exhibition
from various pick-up points.

Flights (every 30 minutes) will operate
between Nice Airport and the city of Cannes.

FREE WIFI SERVICE

SPECIAL SERVICES DESKS

One way trip: €160/person
TFWA Members are entitled to a 10%
additional discount on this service during
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.
Also for your convenience, a complimentary shuttle service will be available
in Cannes itself for transfers between
the heliport and your final destination
downtown (hotel on the Croisette, Palais
des Festivals, place of appointment etc).

Location: Level 1

Signature uniquement pour communication proche produits :
Diffusion presse papier / digitale, imprimés tels chevalets, menus...

LumA
54, rue Madame 75006 Paris
Tél +33(1)45493712 - Fax +33(1)45493736

Available on arrival at the Palais offering
the following:

Azur Hélicoptère, as an official partner of TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference, is offering a
special discounted rate to all participants:

Or à chaud Kurz Luxor 423

Finitions
Gaufrage sur arabesques et nom LP
Vernis gonflant sur TSM

Location: in front of the
Palais des Festivals

SHUTTLE SERVICE

TFWA is delighted to offer a free WiFi
service inside the Palais des Festivals.
Technical support is available at a
dedicated desk (Viapass) during exhibition
hours on Level -1, Red Village.

Bloc Marque Corporate.

LUGGAGE SERVICE

TFWA members benefit from a preferential service with BeThe1, a leading
international recruitment firm specialised
in fashion, beauty, retail and travel retail.
With a team of 20 experts based in
London, Paris, Shanghai, and Singapore,
BeThe1 provides high quality recruitment
services to 200 key employers with 15

•
•
•
•

Hotel
ONE2ONE Meeting Service
The Scene
Le Premium Evening
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For reservations, please contact:
7/7 booking: + 33 (0)4 93 90 40 70
Email: infos@azurhelico.com
Website: www.azurhelico.com

coccinelle.com
TFWA Daily.indd 1
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NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS
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MAJOR BRANDS MAKE
CANNES DEBUT
Every year, TFWA World Exhibition
& Conference opens new doors and
opportunities for major brands to
present themselves in the global travel
retail arena. Here we turn the spotlight
on some of the unique innovations by
brands either exhibiting for the first
time, or returning after an absence.

02

01

LOACKER 01

PATRIZIA PEPE 02

RED VILLAGE K7

GOLDEN VILLAGE GO14

WHO ARE YOU?
The Loacker wafer and
chocolate specialities
are manufactured in the
heart of the Dolomites at
1,000m above sea level,
in Auna di Sotto (South
Tyrol, Italy) and in Heinfels
(East Tyrol, Italy). Loacker
was founded more than
90 years ago by Alfons
Loacker as a little pastry
shop in the centre of the
South Tyrolean town of
Bolzano. The company
has become a global
player. Even though the
main market for Loacker
continues to be Italy,
where the company as a
domestic player holds a
leadership position, the
export quotes are continuously growing.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Loacker has become
known worldwide for
its premium wafer and
chocolate patisseries.
The Loacker wafer and
chocolate specialities are
made for the whole family,
whether young or old.
Our customers, as
consumers of our
products, are the
company’s focal point.
Taking our customers’
wishes and suggestions
into account, offering
them a unique and light
taste sensation, as well as
achieving positive market
reactions, are regarded as

constant challenges by the
entire company. Only when
our customers trust and
appreciate our products
can we consider ourselves
to have been successful.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
The duty free channel for
us is absolutely essential
for our global marketing
and multichannel distribution strategy. The objective
is to make Loacker a
strong duty free brand,
whose position in the duty
free channel shall reflect
our international market
position as a premium
brand and quality leader
of the wafer, patisserie
and chocolate specialities
categories.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
By providing an exclusive
and differentiated duty
free assortment for
each relevant category,
extended to souvenir,
formal/informal gifts, selfconsumption, kids items
(including gadgets as
product vehicles), it is our
objective to also create
added value for duty free
distributors and operators,
as well as for all Loacker
brand lovers, by offering additional shopping
opportunities, experience
and emotions.

WHAT IS YOUR UNIQUE
SELLING POINT (USP)?
The most important
characteristic of the
Loacker products is their
exceptional quality. “Take
the best – untreated
and free of additives!”
What makes Loacker so
irresistible and successful
the world over calls for a
great deal of experience.
We go about selecting
the ingredients with
dedication and an unerring eye: finest Italian
hazelnuts, freshly roasted
by Loacker, real Bourbon
vanilla pods, savoury
aromatic cocoa, the best
quality milk and fresh
mountain water.

WHO ARE YOU?
Patrizia Pepe is the
offspring of the passion
of Patrizia Bambi,
Creative Director, and the
entrepreneurial spirit of
Claudio Orrea, President
& CEO. Its birth took
place in Florence in 1993.
Ever since, the brand
has successfully married
everyday practicality with
elegance worthy of the
most special moments,
thanks above all to an
original minimalism of
structure and form and
to the minute care taken
over every detail. The
embodiment of style
whose every gesture is
designed to exalt the
harmony of a woman’s
femininity, expressing a
woman, who is sensual,
decisive and also has a
streak of wildness in her.
Its glamorous collections are generated by
a tireless quest for the
highest possible quality in
materials and in finishing,
aimed always at creating
products that project a
new vocabulary of fashion.
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WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?

The Patrizia Pepe woman
portrays modernity.
Cosmopolitan, urban,
independent, open
minded, she keeps aligned
with present time but
always avoids any form of
excess or over-structuring. A woman who takes
great care of herself,
sporting an attractive yet
gentle silhouette, which
gives the most meaning
to our garments. She’s
a contemporary lady:
Cultured, curious, ironic
and sensual; she’s
rational and emotional
at the same time. And
all these qualities are
strongly connected to the
brand’s crucial message:
Patrizia Pepe creations
fulfil the desire of all
women to be smart and
feminine at any time of
the day, without having
to sacrifice convenience
and originality.

We intend to introduce
ourselves to operators
that might get in contact
with Patrizia Pepe for the
first time, and hopefully
reach agreements for the
fast development of our
brand in the travel retail
business.

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?
As part of the company’s
strategy, we want to
enlarge the distribution of
Patrizia Pepe in the travel
retail channel, for both our
accessories and apparel
collection.
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference is obviously
the main entrance to such
business, and we are very
happy to attend the event
in Cannes.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
The Patrizia Pepe concept
is neat and clean, but
also quite elegant and
impacting. The concept
grants the collection to
become the immediate
protagonist while walking
in the store or looking
at the windows from
outside. It is the same very
recognisable concept we
adopted in all the Patrizia
Pepe monobrand stores
worldwide, from Milan
Via Manzoni to Berlin
Ku’damm, from Moscow
Crocus to Dubai Mall.
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NEW & RETURNING EXHIBITORS

04

03

05

SPONGELLE 03

DANIEL WELLINGTON 04

MARC ROZIER 05

AMBASSADEURS VILLAGE U8

BEACH VILLAGE BEACH 10

BAY VILLAGE BAY 19A

WHO ARE YOU?

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

WHO ARE YOU?

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

WHO ARE YOU?

WHY EXHIBIT NOW?

Altimetre is a company
specialised in distribution,
representation/agency
services and consulting for the travel retail
industry and certain local
markets in the Americas.
Based out of Miami, we
manage all operations for
the Americas region and
worldwide for some of the
brands in our portfolio,
with logistic organisations
in Miami and Panama.
We represent in the P&C
category, Mercedes Benz
fragrances and Spongellé,
the new ‘smart’ sponge!

After attending TFWA
Asia Pacific Exhibition
& Conference in 2015
and 2016, and the great
response we got for this
product, Cannes was a
natural choice.

It was a coincidental
meeting halfway around
the world that sparked the
idea for Daniel Wellington.
On this trip, our founder
Filip Tysander met an
intriguing British gentleman with impeccable,
yet unpretentious style.
The man had a particular
fondness for wearing
his vintage watches on
old, weathered NATO
straps. His name? Daniel
Wellington.
Inspired by his new
acquaintance’s timeless
style, Filip decided to
create his own line of
watches. Minimalistic and
refined, the classic design
with interchangeable
straps truly has wideranging appeal. Now a
few years later, his design
is still an important part
of what makes Daniel
Wellington so special.

Daniel Wellington is very
excited to exhibit for
the first time in 2016.
Cannes is the perfect
opportunity to meet our
existing partners from
all over the world and
to meet new potential
business partners.

Marc Rozier is a French
Silk House in Lyon since
1890 with a strong heritage that is a source of
inspiration for its fashion
accessories and fabrics
collections, and a symbol
of French elegance. An
authentic artisan because
of its size, Marc Rozier
controls all trades of the
silk sector from design,
weaving, engraving,
and traditional printing
technique, to finishing.
We offer carrés, bandanas,
bandeaux, stoles, and
shawls, including printed,
plain or jacquard products
with an elegant hand
rolled finish, which are all
manufactured in France.

Marc Rozier collections
have deeply renewed
over the past two years in
terms of product – style,
colours, size, finish,
quality, enlarged offer for
men and women – and
it is time to show Marc
Rozier’s know-how
through our new collections. We are targeting
the high quality and
luxury market, and
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference is the place to
meet our customers and
to increase our visibility
and brand awareness.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
Our product is unique; it
is the new ‘Smart’ Sponge
for your shower. It delivers
an “All in One Treatment
System” that contains
a cleansing gel, natural
oils, natural skin care
ingredients and invigorating fragrances. It cleanses,
exfoliates and nourishes
your skin. The sponge will
deliver this system up to
30 showers. Spongellé
re-invents and revolutionises the bath rituals bringing the consumer a beyond
cleansing experience.
This product is a technological innovation and
has no competition in
the industry. It brings a
new experience to the
consumer with great value,
luxury affordable products.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Our expectations are to
convince the main duty
free operators in the
industry that our product
matches perfectly the
consumers’ expectation:
An innovative, luxury
affordable product that
brings them a great new
shopping experience.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Spongellé brings a
totally new experience
to the consumer: A very
innovative product with a
patented technology that
has no comparison with
any other product in the
industry at a very affordable price. It is an “all
in one” product (soap,
oil, fragrance and skin
care treatment in one
sponge) that can be used
multiple times.

WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
We would like to think of
our watches as timeless
accessories with the
ability to elevate an outfit
to refinement. With a
wide range of playful
NATO straps and elegant
leather straps to choose
from, you will find a
unique timepiece for
every day of the week, no
matter the occasion.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
We are always aiming for
perfection, and the intent
is to create elegant and
classic, yet affordable
watches without too
many features.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
Daniel Wellington was
founded in 2011, and
back then we could see
an opening in the market
for a watch brand with
a timeless and classic
design – at an attractive
price point. We believed,
and still believe, in
keeping it simple, using
clean lines, and letting the
design speak for itself.
All of our straps are
interchangeable and can
be easily swapped. Our
carefully selected assortment of straps allows you
to change the look of your
watch depending on your
style, mood and personal
preference.
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WHO BUYS YOUR
PRODUCTS?
We are selling our
silk scarves accessories through our B2B
channels. Our customers
are department stores,
specialised accessories
shops, boutiques, duty
free and museum shops.
We also serve any
customer interested in
customising scarves for
a special event or as an
additional new product
range to their existing
range, like bags and
scarves. We are positioned
towards the high quality
and luxury market.

WHAT ARE YOUR
OBJECTIVES?
Our objectives at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference are to make the Marc
Rozier accessory brand
visible worldwide with
fashion and high quality
products, to value the
‘Made in France’ status,
and to create desire from
visiting buyers.

WHAT IS YOUR USP?
High quality, ‘Made in
France’, elegance, refinement.

BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL
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TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
23-25, rue de Berri
75008 Paris France
Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

Alain Maingreaud
MANAGING DIRECTOR
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com

Cécile Lamotte
MARKETING DIRECTOR
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

Produced by:

“Mr Lyan” (Ryan Chetiyawardana) and the Dandelyan team created four innovative cocktails served exclusively by Virgin Atlantic. The cocktails were inspired by travel and botany.

Bacardi Global Travel
Retail (Bay Village Bay
21) and Virgin Atlantic
joined creative forces this
summer to serve a range of
exclusive, travel-inspired
cocktails at the airline’s
Heathrow Clubhouse
during a five-week pop-up
known as “Five Up”.
The cocktails featured a
range of premium spirits
from Bacardi, including
Grey Goose vodka, Bombay
Sapphire gin, Bacardi Carta
Blanca rum, and Dewar’s
blended Scotch whisky.
In collaboration with
Dandelyan, the critically
acclaimed bar at Mondrian
London on the South Bank,
award-winning bartender “Mr
Lyan” (Ryan Chetiyawardana)
and the Dandelyan team
created four innovative
cocktails served exclusively

BACARDI AND VIRGIN
ATLANTIC ENGAGE
CONSUMERS WITH
“FIVE UP” CAMPAIGN
by Virgin Atlantic. The
cocktails were inspired by
travel and botany.
In addition to Dandelyan,
cutting-edge bars from
New York, Hong Kong, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles
each took a one-week
residency at the airline’s
London Heathrow Clubhouse
between 1 August and 4
September, serving up a taste
of locally inspired cocktails.

Bacardi Global Travel Retail and Virgin Atlantic joined creative forces this summer
to serve a range of exclusive, travel-inspired cocktails at the airline’s Heathrow
Clubhouse during a five-week pop-up known as “Five Up”.

“We enjoy a fantastic relationship with Virgin Atlantic who
are always keen to explore
new ways of creating exciting
and unexpected discovery
experiences for our shared
consumers,” comments
Aude Bourdier-Rocourt,
Regional Director Europe and
MEA, Bacardi Global Travel
Retail. “The ‘Five Up’ season
is particularly special as it
seamlessly links travel retail
with some of our leading bar
partners in key cities and
highlights the relevance of
enjoying our brands wherever
you are in the world. Airlines
are an important sector for
Bacardi Global Travel Retail
thanks to the opportunity
they bring for more in-depth
engagement with our
consumers throughout their
journey. We plan to deliver
more of this kind of activity
across the globe.”
The innovative five-week
campaign is described as the
first of its kind in an airport
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lounge, with each bar delivering
its cocktail menu, featuring
brands from the Bacardi portfolio, served by its own bartenders. The mezzanine area of
Virgin Atlantic’s Clubhouse was
transformed week-by-week to
showcase each bar’s home city
and culture, helping customers
feel like they had travelled the
globe before taking off.
“We are always looking for
ways to surprise our customers
and being able to collaborate
with Dandelyan and Bacardi
on this project has been very
exciting,” says Jill Brady, EVP
Customer, Virgin Atlantic.
“Everything we do at Virgin
Atlantic is about making the
flying experience more special,
and it is great to collaborate
with Bacardi and with bars who
share our passion for providing an unrivalled service. Our
customers are adventurous and
like to try new things, so we
have handpicked venues that
showcase the very best of our
key destinations.”
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